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radiation.9 There are many reports indicating that the
population effective dose from medical diagnostic
examinations is a very important factor in estimation
of risk.10,11 A repeat analysis program in Austria showed
that most of 26.7% of all films rejected and repeated
were due to improper exposure and film processing
problems.12 Developer change time depends on many
factors such as work load and film size and is usually
determined by operator experience. Late change may
reduce the image quality13 and increase the patient
and staff radiation dose due to increasing exposure
techniques14 and also may lead to X-ray tube
exhaustion because of anode heating due to increasing
exposure factors to compensate developer oldness or
even repeating exposure.15 On the other hand, early
change is waste of resources and produces more
pollution because of releasing chemicals into the
environment.16 So, determining of proper time for
developer change is extremely important. The main
goal of the present study is the investigation of feasibility
of spectrophotometry as a simple, gratis and practical
tool for determining the optimum time of developer
change in radiology departments.

OBJECTIVE: To determine the optimum time for developer exchange in radiology department using spectrophotometry.

MATERIALS &  METH ODS:  Maximum absorption wave lengths were measured for various kinds of developer

agents using spectrophotometry in last day of developer work during the last day of developer use in three hospitals.

Samplings were also done from the first to last days of developer usage for hospitals and the corresponding curves

were provided. RESULTS: Results showed that maximum absorption wavelengths are dependent on developer

type and the outset of plateau part of optical density versus day of usage curves could be considered as optimum

time for exchange. CONCLUSION: Spectrophotometry is a simple and gratis method and helps us to avoid errors

in experiential determining of developer exchange time. This method doesn’t need to sophisticated systems and

can be simply done using a conventional spectrophotometer which can be easily found in each medical laboratory,

often adjacent to a radiology department.

Ke y W ords : Developer, Spectrophotometry, Radiology

ABSTRACT

Introduction

Despite extensive use of digital techniques in recording

of medical radiography images;1,2,3 wet chemical film

processing is still common especially in developing

countries. Beside this, use of wet laser printers needs

chemical processing agents that altogether are still

common methods for film processing in the world.4 It

is because of the fact that image quality in wet laser

printers is much better than dry laser printers5 and

contains fewer artifacts.6 The role of developer in film

processing and its impact on radiograph quality is well

documented.7,8 Low image quality may cause repetition

of X-ray examination which in turn leads to extra and

unnecessary radiation dose to the patient and

personnel. It is believed that about 90 percents of USA

community dose originates from diagnostic radiology

and nuclear medicine as sources of artificial ionizing
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Figure 1: OD Vs WL for hospital 1 at last day of usage (Day 8).

Error bars show standard deviation from mean.

Mate rial and Me th ods

Developer samples (1 ml) of two kinds of developers

from three large teaching hospitals (hospital 1 & 2

used developers manufactured by Jah an Pardaz e s h
Daru Ch e m ical Indus trie s  and hospital 3 used developer

produced by Fuk a Ch e m ical Indus trie s ) were collected

by disposable syringes at the last day of usage (just

before change). All the chemicals were prepared

according to the mixing and preparing instructions

recommended by corresponding manufactures.

Hospitals 1 and 3 used similar automatic film processing

instruments (AGFA manufacture, Belgium – Replenish-

ment rates adjusted on 25 ml/hr). Hospital 2 used

another   automatic film processing instrument (HOPE

manufacture, USA - Replenishment rates adjusted on

35 ml/hr). The maximum absorption wave length

(MAWL) was determined using calibrated

spectrophotometer (Spectronix 20, UK) at room

temperature. The time between sampling and analyzing

was kept minimum (10 min.) to avoid developer

contamination. All samples were covered by aluminum

foils and Para-film from light and air exposure to prevent

oxidation. Also similar sampling were done from the

first to last days of developer usage with one day

interval at similar time for each hospital and the Optical

Density (OD) versus day of usage (D) curves were

provided for corresponding MAWLs. Each sampling

was repeated three times and the mean value was

considered as MAWL. The first day after that, no

significant increase in OD (|dy/dx|<10 in two adjacent

point) was seen (outset of plateau of Optical Density

(OD) versus day of usage (D) curves) was considered

as optimum time for change. It was an arbitrary point

on the basis of assumption that after this point the

developer is nearly saturated from Bromine (Br)

concentration and oxidation process of developer at

this point is completed.

Re s ults

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the MAWLs for hospital 1, 2

and 3 respectively. As figures show the MAWL for

hospital 1 and 2 which used similar developer (Jah an
Pardaz e s h  Daru Ch e m ical Indus trie s ) are 410±5 and

405±5 nm respectively. However the MAWL for hospital

3 which used developer manufactured by Fuk a
Ch e m ical Indus trie s  is 425±5 nm.

Figure  3: OD Vs WL for hospital 3 at last day of usage (Day 5).

Error bars show standard deviation from mean.

Figure  2: OD Vs WL for hospital 2 at last day of usage (Day 8).

Error bars show standard deviation from mean.

The OD at the corresponding MAWL was plotted with

respect to time of usage of developers in each hospital

is shown in figures 4, 5 and 6. The outset of plateau

part of curves was considered as optimum time for



change and found to be days 6 (OD=1280), 7 (OD=642)

and 5 (OD=1397) for hospital 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

As mentioned previously, we assumed that after this

OD the developer is saturated from Br concentration

and oxidation process of developer at this point is

completed. So, the MAWL remains nearly constant

after this point (|dy/dx|<10 in two adjacent point). The

plateau region is marked in corresponding curves as

red points.
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Figure  6: The OD Vs MAWL during total period of usage of

developer in hospital 3. Error bars show standard deviation from

mean.

Figure  5: The OD Vs MAWL during total period of usage of

developer in hospital 2. Error bars show standard deviation from

mean.

Figure  4: The OD Vs MAWL during total period of usage of

developer in hospital 1. Error bars show standard deviation from

mean.

Dis cus s ion

The proper change time of developer in film radiography

guaranties the image quality, safe environment and

reduces the patient dose as well as the radiation dose

to staff.7,8,12,14 Moreover, it is economically rewarding.

Kavas and Weinberg have reported that exhausted

developer affect the film speed in dental and oral

radiography.17 Thunthy et al have also reported that

changing the temperature of chemical agents in

automatic processing affect on the sensitometric

properties of light-sensitive films.18 Increasing the

temperature for compensation of developer exhaustion

may also increase its fume which in turn is harmful for

radiographers’ health.19, 20, 21, 22 Although some methods

such as chemical,23 sensitometric24 and measuring

developer electrical conductivity,25 have introduced for

assaying of developer activity, use of these methods

is limited due to complexity and need to special

materials and sophisticated devices that are expensive

and at present the change time is determined by

experiential methods which is associated by human

operation errors. Results of the present study showed

that the MAWL depends on the type of developer. So,

the MAWL should be measured for each type of

developer separately. A non significant minor difference

between MAWL of developers for hospital 1 and 2

might be due to various developer replenishment rates

in different automatic film processing devices in

corresponding hospitals. Results also show that

although hospital 1 and 2 used similar type of developer,

the OD for the last day of usage at similar MAWL is



not the same (1305 and 645 for hospital 1 and 2 –figure

1 and 2). This finding might be due to different type of

automatic processors with different replenishment rate

and different film number and sizes which were

processed in those hospitals. It is interesting to note

that both of these developers experientially changed

at day 8 that indicate, changing regardless to work

load and replenishment rate and just on the basis of

operator experience, is not a good way. According to

the present study the optimum date for developer

change in hospital 1 and 2 was days 6 and 7

respectively. It means that developers in hospital 1

and 2 have changed 2 and 1 day later than optimum

time in the present study that may lead to increasing

of developer temperature and/or exposure techniques.

Regarding to hospital 3, the optimum time for developer

change according on the results of the present study

and experiential method are concordant (day 5). It can

be concluded that Spectrophotometry is an easy, fast

and gratis method for determining the optimum time

for developer change. This method doesn’t need to

sophisticated systems and can be simply done using

a conventional spectrophotometer which can be easily

found in each medical laboratory, often adjacent to a

radiology department.
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